Ask Stef

Preparing for Your Perfect Match
Some of my friends have had success finding new
friends and partners on sites like Match. I would
like to do this but have trepidations. How can I
sensitively share I am seeking a partner who is
spiritually connected and who can also dance?
The list of my ideal partner’s qualities seems
long. Please help me.
The good news is you have proof that meeting
a partner online is possible. The even better news
is the fears and corresponding beliefs thwarting
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Honestly answering these questions may bring her online at
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up uncomfortable feelings. Stay with them until
Ask-Stefthe wise core of your heart reveals the truth. It
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is miraculous that when we look long enough
and with compassion at our fears, we are often
liberated from their grip on us.
Now is the perfect time to honor your ideal mate list. Print it
out and place it on your altar. And while you’re at it, create a list of
attributes, qualities and gifts you bring to a relationship. Place that list
there, too.
Someone is moving through their life right now preparing to
meet you and hoping you exist. Prepare your heart to be found, first
by your true and glorious higher self and then by another perfect
creation of Spirit. I am already happy for you. z
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